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Introduction:
Each year in the Territory we see plenty of opportunity and innovation for operators, contractors and all companies associated with 
the energy industry. It’s an exciting time to be in the Territory to witness the diverse transformation that this period of development 
will bring and to support the growth and sustainability of the NT energy industry. 

The importance of operators and major contractors engaging with the NT service and supply chain has never been more integral. 
As a regional jurisdiction, the experience of the Northern Territory supply chain is often underestimated. To efficiently build a 
competitive supply chain we need effort from both operators  and contractors along with the local providers. Obstacles are evident - 
disrupting and reshaping existing buying behaviours with proponents and contractors can be a challenging task. 

The Meet the Buyer event is dedicated to promoting local businesses and providing the opportunity for our extensive membership 
demographic to connect. Buyers have consistently provided feedback about the many new businesses they have been able to 
connect with through their participation and this engagement provides extensive profiling for local businesses to support awareness 
and capacity building.

The event is a speed networking forum and will be held to coincide with NT Resources Week welcoming the industry to build and 
maintain valuable engagement opportunities. While separate to the formalities of the conference, the timing provides additional 
benefit to those already planning to travel and to make the most of a strong industry presence in Darwin over the week.

2019 Meet the Buyers forum participants included:

Expected Outcomes:
• Streamline Operator and Major Contractor service providers access to market through networking 
• Promote awareness of supply chain capacity of Northern Territory businesses 
• Increase service capability of SME’s and assist in the reduction of service cost and down time for energy industry stakeholders
• Enable collaboration and JV opportunities and educate local businesses to build technical experience 
• Improve innovative solutions for maintenance and operation of assets 
• Encourage understanding of client expectations and constructive conversations
• Support relationships and networking confidence for industry growth and development



Previous Meet the Buyer
Event Photos and feedback

“The speed dating format allowed an 
opportunity to meet a large number 
of businesses, which you then had a 
further opportunity to build on during the 
networking at the end of the formalities 
and throughout conference week in 
Darwin”

“Meet the Buyer definitely 
made me aware of 
suppliers I know existed in 
Darwin to connect with”

“Very much a unique value 
add initiative that brings 
the NT industry together 
across the entire sector”


